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“With fewer parts and connections,” ule. Actually, the electronics are on a bit that's halfan inch square and an inch long. 

Westinghouse scientists decided, “we'd of specially-treated silicon the size of a Today, Westinghouse makes these ultra- 

have a much more reliable amplifier.” chip diamond.) reliable little devices mostly for military 

So they developed a new kind, using Other Westinghouse functional elec- applications. 

techniques called “molecular electronics.” tronic blocks are just as small. They're One day, you'll find them in electronic 

The device isa functional electronic block, used in experimental products like a products everywhere, 

one Guarterinch square. (That's the cap- pocket-size TV camera and a radio receiver 

og ty) . 
You can be sure if it’s Westinghouse 

For information on a career at Westinghouse, an equal opportunity employer, 

write L.H. Noggle, Westinghouse Educational! Department, Pittsburgh, Pa, 15221.
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April in Brief 

THIS MONTH .. . 

After a special March issue, featuring the Engineering Exposi- 
tion, it’s back to the articles for us in April, and that’s no foolin’. 

Since we still have snow on our mind due to Wisconsin’s latent 
spring, we thought Jack Long’s article quite appropriate. Jack relates 
to his readers a first-hand account of many experiences in Antarctica. 
And to think that winter is just beginning down there! Read all about 
the Sno-Cat, starting on page 10. 

Stresses in turbine and compressor blades are the subject of Peter 
Schwalbe’s technical discussion. We think that you will find this stress 
analysis report quite interesting, since Pete has included many in- 
stances of design and operation problems. 

To herald the advent of spring (we hope?) is another Girl-of- 
the-Month. Also, you'll want to check the complete list of award- 
winning Engineering Exposition exhibits. 

PLAN AHEAD ... 

The Senior Staff of the Wisconsin Engineer will be holding 
interviews for those people aspiring to join the 1965-1966 staff. Will 
we see you in 333 M.E. on May 5th or 7th? 
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e at DUNHAM-BUSH 

there are graduate engineers 

From the production line to the front office... the most complete line of refrigeration, air condi- 

research to field sales .. . you'll find us staffed _ tioning and heating equipment in the world. From 

with graduate engineers. the Americas to Zeeland—you can find one of our 

That's because we’re in an “engineered” busi- products at work. 

ness and we are an “engineering-minded" com- Speaking of work—why not get in on the ground 

pany. floor and grow with us? Write Director of Technical 

As part of a rapidly expanding industry, the Services, Dunham-Bush, Inc., West Hartford, Conn, 

opportunity to go—and grow—is unlimited. Plants in West Hartford, Conn. e Michigan City, 

For example, our sales engineers are located Indiana e Marshalltown, lowa e_ Riverside, 

in practically every principal city in the world. California ¢ Weston, Ontario e Portsmouth, 

No—we’re not the largest—yet. But we do make _—_ England. 

DUNHAM-BUSH 
MANUFACTURERS OF THE WORLD'S MOST COMPLETE LINE OF 
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Wh 9 h 1 Streams and rivers in many parts on stainless steel helped develop 

O S e ping of the country were being plagued a new grade of steel that has re- 
with foam, partly due to deter- cently been used to reduce the 

make water gents. In some areas foam even weight and cost of subway cars. 
came through the faucets...be- We came up with new kinds of 

come clean cause old detergents kept on  corrosion-resistant alloys for use 

foaming after they went down in the chemical industry. And 

© 9? the drain. recently we introduced a plastic 

again e Now things are changing—the drinking straw that won’t turn 

result of ten years’ work by de- soggy. 

The same Union Carbide that tergent manufacturers, We’ve To keep bringing you these and 

helped develop a new stainless helped by being the first to come many other new and improved 
steel used in subway cars. up with new kinds of detergent products, we’ll be investing half a 

chemicals that let the suds do billion dollars on new plant con- 

their work in the wash and yet struction during the next two 

allow foam to be broken down years. 

quickly after use. 
We've been busy improving 

many things. Our research work 

Union Carbide Corporation, 270 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017. In Canada: Union Carbide Canada caneastarents * Divisions: Carbon Products, U AW I ON 

Chemicals, Consumer Products, Fibers & Fabrics, Food Products, International, Linde, Mining & Metals, Nuclear, Olefins, Plastics, Silicones, Stellite CARBIDE 
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stimulation 
ree ee ey a 7 What does it take to “spark” a man to his very 

: r. .. best... to bring out the fullest expression of his 

jean é 3 \ ~—S—s ability and training? At Ford Motor Company 
——— . _ we are convinced that an invigorating business 

=—\ =~ _and professional climate is one essential. A prime 
x — ., ingredient of this climate is the stimulation that 

L < _., fi comes from working with the top people in a 

peg j Vi : field . . . such as Dr. James Mercereau. 
ey i ‘| ° ee ____ Jim Mercereau joined our Scientific Laboratory 
. 47) £72 4 in 1962. Recently, he headed a team of physicists 

Ha Tame B. Percerean who verified aspects of the Quantum Theory by 

M.A., Physics, Univ. of Ill. creating a giant, observable quantum effect in 
Ph.D., Calif. Institute of Tech. : . 

superconductors. This outstanding achievement 

was the major reason the U. S. Junior Chamber of Commerce selected 

Dr. Mercereau as one of “America’s Ten Outstanding Young Men of 1964.” 

Your area of interest may be far different from Dr. Mercereau’s; however, 

you will come in contact with outstanding men in all fields at Ford 

Motor Company. 

We believe the coupling of top experience and talent with youth and 

enthusiasm is stimulating to all concerned. College graduates who join 

Ford Motor Company find themselves very much a part of this kind of 

team. If you are interested in a career that provides the stimulation of 

working with the best, see our representative when he visits your campus. 

We think you’ll be impressed by the things he can tell you about working 

at Ford Motor Company. 

THERE’S A FUTURE FOR YOU WITH... => MOTOR COMPANY 

The American Road, Dearborn, Michigan 

An equal opportunity employer 
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Laminated wood arches Foam plastic packaging Reinforced plastic underwater buoy 

Koppers is one of the most diversified companies in the country, supplying more than 270 
products and services to some forty industries. Koppers employees are working on new 
adhesives for the aircraft and automotive markets, new wood treatments and protective 
coatings for the construction industry, pioneering in sound control, developing new plastics 
for packaging and insulation, designing new and improved techniques for the steel industry. 

Product expansion. Koppers cal, Engineering and Construction, for most of the major markets in the 

has just completed a transaction that Metal Products, Forest Products, country. As your unique talents 

will strengthen its role in the plastics and International Division. Each di- develop in this climate of opportu- 
industry. An equal partnership— vision maintains its own manage- nity, you can move within the com- 
called Sinclair-Koppers Company— ment, sales and marketing, and ap- pany to areas best suited to your 
has been formed that brings together plied research and development interests and qualifications. 
Sinclair Oil Company’s basic sources staffs. The company also operates a 
of ethylene with Koppers facilities central research department with What we need. Chemists and 
and experience in producing and laboratories at its new $8,000,000 chemical engineers for work in 
marketing many thermoplastic prod- Research Center in Monroeville, Pa. plastics and chemical synthesis for 
ucts. By the end of 1967, the total basic research, product development, 
plastics capacity of Sinclair-Koppers What we expect from Koppers process engineering, manufacturing 
is projected at nearly twice the ca- people. Koppers looks for: Pro- and sales. Mechanical engineers for 
pacity of these facilities today. ficiency in one’s own field; under- product development, manufactur- 

Koppers also recently acquired standing of related fields; ability and ing engineering, sales and design. 
the assets of Hardinge Company, desire to advance in responsibility; Metallurgical engineers for basic re- 
Inc., York, Pa., manufacturer of understanding of our economic sys- search and development. Electrical 
grinding equipment for mineral tem and the importance of profits for engineers and civil engineers for 
processing, to increase its services individual and corporate success. design and construction. 
to the iron and steel industry. . 

What we offer inreturn. Oppor- Interested? Write to the Person- 
How we operate. Koppers has tunities for individual development nel Manager, Koppers Company, 
five divisions in addition to Sinclair- in the many industries we serve; Inc., Room 200, Koppers Building, 
Koppers Company: Tar and Chemi- opportunities for providing products Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219. 

. a 
KOPPERS COMPANY, INC. . . . an equal opportunity employer ||KoppErs 

wW 
® 
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Not a giant ice house, but a voluminous _ ee 

what this tank will store to assure that ee 
customers of Wisconsin Natural Gas Com- eee 

pany will be warm on extremely cold ee 
winter days. eee 

It is one of three or four such plants . a i eb el 

currently planned or under construction st ae. eee TS neh 

in the U. S. oot poate 
The double wall insulated metal tank —— “, 

will hold more than 3 million gallons of : o- 

gas liquefied at —267 degrees. That’s com- LE 

pact storage for the equivalent of 250,- eA) _ ue 

000,000 cubic feet of natural gas —a ratio ft  simomergetor . ne eee 

of 630 to 1. Sep : Spee 
The LNG plant will liquefy 750,000 cae 7 Jia 

cubic feet of gas a day during normal ee ee x j a 

operation. Its capacity will be 25,000,000 a 2 Oe ae | 

cubic feet a day during peak winter days. _ =... : ee Pe ~ 

Savings in demand charges from the ge ee | ee As 
ge oe OLAS er eee 

pipeline company should pay for the $2 eae Se 

million plant in about five years. ae oe 

LNG peak-shaving is just one more 

application of space-age technology by our 

engineers to assure economic and depend- eZee 

able delivery of energy. We offer engi- Cf : 

neering posts in many fields to challenge ‘fr 
your technical as well as your mana- cf oo : 
gerial abilities. LULU 

WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER | _—<——, —  \o 
COMPANY SYSTEM Pe oe 

WISCONSIN WISCONSIN . ot Se AR 
ELECTRIC POWER co. MICHIGAN POWER co. AN WN Le os on ip 

Milwaukee, Wis. Appleton, Wis. y er oN , pe 

WISCONSIN NATURAL GAS CO. >) AG — ar Ce 

BEING Ss Ae 

— rr——s=srdr.=—=—-C.=rené=EE'SC—Ci 
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A Editors D e 

cross the Cditors eal 

YANKEE GO HOME! 

(For seven months we have been contemplating the appropriateness and necessity of 
a comment on one of America’s biggest problems. We can hedge no longer, even if a lib- 
eral legislator might call for an investigation. Sure, we do know who Bob Siegriest is, 
but you won't find KKK or Sheriff Jim Clark Fan Club membership cards in our office. 
Furthermore, we do not live with Birchers or Minutemen.) 

To be sure, the recent events in Alabama motivated the nation to react in many 

ways, shapes, and forms. Perhaps five-column banner headlines do more than just sell news- 

papers? But does everybody really know what is happening? We think not and intend to 
provide you with a few facts that have been conveniently hidden beneath the picket- 
carrying martyrdom called the civil rights movement. 

Now we all know of this Nobel Prize-winning Baptist minister who likes to organize 
marches, as long as he can have a few thousand warm bodies behind him (it’s better for 

PR that way.) A plea is sent, and out of the North they come by the thousands—from 
New York, Detroit, Boston, and Madison. By bus, car and plane they come, these pup- 

pets of SNCC, CORE, Dr. King, and maybe even ......... Oh yes! Lest we forget, they 
describe themselves as dedicated and courageous in a valiant effort to fulfill a moral respon- 
sibility. We describe them with just one word—IGNORANT! As they arrive, the South 
reverberates with “damn Yankees!” and justifiably so. 

But why, you wonderful liberal Badgers ask? Consider first that in general these 
carpet-baggers have not lived in the South. Then please grant us that environment, cus- 
toms, and culture are not understood and assimilated overnight. Do these Philistines know 
what they are doing there, besides supporting a man who has stated that he will obey 
only those laws which he considers just? By the virtues of the Constitution of the United 
States of America, it is not for Dr. King to judge. We have courts to interpret the laws, 
all of them, and all of them are to be obeyed! 

But we digress. Voting rights are what the demonstrations and pleas are for. The con- 
flict apparently centers around a test administered to each person seeking registration. 
Now, is it too much to ask a person, black or white, a few reasonable questions? It is more 
than desirable that the voter be able to read the ballot and know who or what he is 
voting on. 

Lest we be accused of being reactionary rascists, we state here and now that we are 

for civil rights. But, we must qualify this statement by saying that we do not believe 
that “it” can happen overnight. We think the key to understanding and progress in civil 
rights lies in a wider understanding and realization of this. Then, perhaps, we wouldn't 

have to join with the South in saying: Yankees, it is none of your business; progress would 
be accelerated if you quit meddling. 

—R. J. Smitu 
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Li he Tucker 

stake) Tack Be Lovie sada four S N QO = C A | 
years in Antarctica and is a 
veteran of six continental trav- 
erses, one of which went to the 
South Pole. Also a mountaineer, 
Jack has scaled’ some of the 
highest veaks of Europe. and 
Africa, Another hobby of Jack’s 
is flying. At present he is re- 
building «@pre-WWIL bi-plane. 

Moyet as a tedverse engineer By JACK B. LONG 

INTRODUCTION between 1 and .5 nautical miles lower, warmer parts of the Ant- 
per gallon. But the overall fuel con- arctic where self sufficiency was 

HIS report on the 843 Tucker | sumption is .77 nautical miles per not required. A new traverse vehi- 
"Tsno cn provides information gallon. cle was needed. To this end two 

on this vehicle for its first two Routine maintenance on the 843. Model 843 Tucker Sno-Cats were 
years of operation in the Antarctic. | Sno-Cat is easy to perform, with conceived, designed and built for 

This vehicle has four tracks with much of the engine work obtain- the Geophysical and Polar Re- 

a rectangular cab on top. The over- able from the vehicle cab. Repairs search Center, University of Wis- 

all machine is 25 ft. long, 101% ft. and modifications have involved a consin, who receive funds from the 
high, 9’ wide, and weighs 12 tons. large investment of time and effort. National Science Foundation to 
It is powered with 175 hp, turbo- The 843 Sno-Cat has extended operate the overland Antarctic 
charged, diesel engine and has 5 the nonsupport range and im- traverses. 
speeds forward, Electrical, hydrau- proved the living conditions of This article on the 843 Sno—Cat 
lic, compressed air and mechanical Antarctic traverse, but, much time provides information on the first 
winch power systems are available. and effort has been spent in 3 years of this vehicle’s operation 

The cab of the 843 Sno-Cat was preparing the vehicle for each in the Antarctic during which time 
designed to live in and has proven traverse. the vehicle did prove a success in 
comfortable. Two of these vehicles In 1959 the United States felt | comfort and self support for the 
were built to travel together and the need for an oversnow traverse _ 3,000 miles traversed. All following 
they provide complete living and to operate during the summer references to the 843 Sno-Cat will 
working facilities for 8 men: bunks, months on the high, cold, south be simply “Sno-Cat,” except where 
desks, kitchen, special scientific ap- polar plateau. This plateau, about necessary for clarification. 
paratus. It is tall enough to stand the size of the United States, oc- Continuing mechanical problems 
in and is well heated with two — cupies the major part of the Ant- in the drive system required the 
types of heaters. arctic continent and at that time investment of many replacement 

Without towed load, the vehicle was entirely unexplored. Here the parts and man-hours of work to 
is operated in third, fourth, and — altitudes vary from 10,000. to make the vehicle reliable. Al- 
fifth gears with speeds of 6, 12, 15,000 feet with temperatures that though some of the information is 
and 18 mph. With a towed load, — vary during the austral summer peculiar to this unique vehicle, 
it operates in third gear with a from -10 to -65°F. much of the operational informa- 
speed of 5 mph. This was dem- Under these conditions, vehicles tion is of value to anyone operating 
onstrated on two traverses with used on this traverse would not  oversnow equipment in polar 
towed loads varying between 7 only have to operate, but provide areas. 
and 15 tons per vehicle. If the comfortable living and working This report is divided into three 
load is extremely large and the — quarters for eight men, operate re- sections which cover the descrip- 
snow very soft, the vehicles pull  liably for the 3 to 4 month du- _ tion, operation, and maintenance 
in second gear at 3 mph. ration of the traverse, and pull of the Sno—Cat. The description 

Fuel consumption figures are enough supplies to be self sufficient covers the physical arrangement of 
available from two traverses. Snow for 1,000 miles of traverse. These the vehicle and the various equip- 
surface and vehicle load caused requirements could not be met by ment contained within. The sec- 
the daily fuel consumption to vary the vehicles used previously in the tion on the operation of the Sno- 
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| Figure 1—The Tucker 843 Sno-Cat. a 

Cat provides information on vehi- and _turbo-charging to reduce one for the rear. The differentials 
cle performance with and without — power loss at high altitudes. The are connected to pontoons where 
loads. Maintenance is discussed in _ engine protrudes up into the cab the power is transferred from the 
the body of the report. The report and is covered with a hood. A drive axle through a sprocket to 
on the Sno-Cat concludes with a radiator shutter, which is closed _ the track linkage system, seen in 
summary, the intended modifica- while preheating the engine, con- Figure 2. The only brake on the 
tions and some recommendations trols engine temperature while vehicle is a hand-operated band 
for future Sno-Cats. driving. An electrically heated type attached behind the trans- 

plug (custom made) preheats the mission. 
DESCRIPTION oil pan and a diesel burning Uni- 

eBbmas versal DG-28E heater, requiring Auxiliary Power Systems General Specifications lectrici i aged - . a no electricity, is used to heat the A hydraulic system is used for 
The Sno-Cat, seen in Figure 1, engine coolant. Canvas engine cur- steering. The hydraulic pump, 

resembles a black shoe box tains cover the exposed bottom and powered by belts from the diesel 
mounted on four tracks. It is 25 sides of the engine housing to ex- engine, sends fluid to booster cylin- 
ret ‘ong, ee weet ee and 9 clude outside air during eneme ders which via tie-rods pivot front eet wide, and weighs 12 tons preheating and also help maintain and rear differentials. This type of when ready to operate (with fuel engine temperature when the Sno— steering maintains pulling power 
and batteries). It is capable of Cat is running. while turning since there is no 
speeds of 18 mph when empty, . braking applied to the tracks. The and of speeds of 5 mph over Ant- Drive System Bendix Westinghouse Tu Flow 

ae terrain when towing 15-ton Power from the engine is trans- 300 air compressor is also belt- 
oa . ferred to a 305V Clark five-speed driven from the diesel engine and 

Engine transmission with a 14 inch Lipe- supplies air to a 2.6-cu. ft. air tank 
A Cummins JT-6B, 175 H.P., — Rollway clutch assembly. A drive — located under the hood. Air pres- 

turbo-charged, diesel engine — shaft connects the transmission to sure is maintained at 125 Ibs. and 
powers the vehicle. This particular the transfer case where two drive is used for refueling the Sno-—Cat 
engine combines high speed opera- shafts provide output power, one — from the 2-ton FWD 1000-gallon 
tion (from 1,800 rpm to 2,300 rpm ) for the front drive differential and Rolli-Trailer which it tows. A Tulsa 
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: Py q a Neville alternator-rectifier system. 

oe : sd | i oS Electrical wiring runs within the 

oi — 7 Bee Coals throughout the vehicle with 

™ ee se ps outlets available for plugging in 

Ces Ch lhc rhrmrlrtrttCU Ne ; 24V fans, soldering irons, inverters, 

_ eee _ ee or * a etc. 

a — 3 a NS ‘ | Scientific Equipment 

ae Bose / SS In one vehicle, containing per- 

ee ae S94) manently mounted scientific 

fae ——— cual (C e) a. . equipment, the charging system 

Ce a _ | also takes care of batteries for the 

fi ye if ws: ; | seismological instruments. One 

a. — a ip J full-length rack holds the amplifier 

yey Fe nee ia , and control banks for the Texas 

—_i oo es oS Instruments seismograph_ system. 

a ee. _ oe ae fe and developing tanks for the seis- 

a fl : —e Z Rees mographs are ae e a stand 

ee i Poe at a convenient heig, nt. A specia 

Ba, ee, apo PO eee Figure 3 suspended from a hook in 

— —— — the ceiling, can be let down 

Figure 2.—The Track linkage system. through a hole in the floor to rest 

on the snow surface. When pulled 

10-ton winch mounted upon the — window, rear door window, and up ane’ lock ado ae ae 

front of the Sno-Cat is powered by two double paned skylights in the sravit a is ‘cartiéd ‘a ay eel. 

a drive shaft coming from a gear roof. O tcd maount next a the tripod. 

power take-off on the transmission Controls This vehicle was termed “Seis- 

An A-frame can be mounted either The front 8 feet of the cab con-  mology-Cat” on the traverses, and 

tt ne front of the Sno-Cat over tain the Sno-Cat controls: steering will be referred to as such through- 

the winch or at the rear where — wheel, foot throttle, clutch pedal, out this report 
the winch cable may be taken un- handbrake, winch control, batter- : , 

der the vehicle via guides. Blocks jes, Southwind 1030CC24V_ de- Kitchen 

must be installed between the froster (30,000 B.T.U. fresh air), 

Sno-Cat frame and axle housing to windshield wiper, engine pre- A kitchen is located in the rear 

prevent overloading of the springs heater, Coleman Model 871 (35,- 8 feet of the Glaciology—Cat which 

when lifting heavy loads. A trailer 000 B.T.U.) space heater, engine is equipped with dining table 

hitch with pins for pulling at 18 hood, and instrument panel. The (folding top), snow melting and 

or 40 inches above ground level is instrument panel includes an en- water storage box, cooking table, 

also located at the rear. gine tachometer, engine coolant benches (with hinged tops for 

temperature gauge, engine oil — food storage), shelves, and cup- 

Cab Specifications pressure gauge, steering hydraulic boards. This room has one door 

The black, rectangular, “shoe- pressure gauge, air pressure gauge, that separates the kitchen from the 

box” cab is 24 feet long, 8 feet speedometer, odometer (reading rest of the Sno-Cat and another 

wide, 6 feet high, and is insulated m hundredths of a mile) a opening to the outside. This vehicle 

on its top, bottom, and sides with tel pamer perm, ban’ thraule: was referred to as the “Glaciology— 

1 inch of glass wool, The outside -adiator ‘shutter eouteel knob, de. ne i the a the same 

is of heat-treated aluminum; froster. control box, windshield name is adopted here. 

¥, inch plywood covers the interior wiper switch, oil preheater switch, . 

walls with 1 inch square metal tub- headlight switch, starting motor Furnishings 

ing packed with glass wool as toggle switch, intake manifold Both vehicles have similar fur- 
studding. Because of its heat ab- glowplug indicator light, oil pre- nishings, consisting of five bunks 

sorbing qualities, flat black paint heater indicator light, and ignition that fold against the wall, five 

was chosen for the exterior. Three switch. An AN/GRC-9 radio is built-in desks, cabinets, and 

doors, one on each side towards suspended from the ceiling over shelves. Three desk tops are also 

the front and a third at the rear the engine hood within easy reach used for sleeping, making a total 

provide access. In addition, two of the driver. of eight sleeping ‘spaces. The only 

hatches are located in the roof, one permanent seats are those in front 

forward over the engine and one Electrical System for the driver and rider; both 

in the rear. There are two wind- The 843 Sno-Cat supplies 28 equipped with adjustable rubber 

shields, a driver's window, riders’ volts D.C. at 50 amps from a Leece torsion bars. 
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Ry gear 5 to 6 mph can be maintained 
_ * \ . under almost all snow and loading 
rr. Fl a ; conditions. Actual pulling capabili- 

be : pe ties of third gear were not 
— ma | , measured but the drawbar pull is 
_ _ os estimated to be about 3,000 Ibs. 
——, — If the snow surface is soft and 

_ ¥ : the towed load is large, a lower 
— | gear may have to be used. Gears 

lower than third are also used for 
| ao putting the vehicle in motion and 

ag ac for slow speed operation. When 
i “ wa shifting from first to second gear, 

4 the vehicle comes to a complete 
a stop. To get into higher gears a 
- Ce é rapid shift is necessary as the 

: 2 ' . ee f. vehicle decelerates rapidly, espe- 
— « cially in soft snow with heavy 
. 4 a towed loads. 
-. / 

SS ae J \ 
a : Pulled Load 

/ > <= 4X The Sno-Cats have been used 
a “4 - Sed on two different traverses, pulling 
i loads for a total of 2,000 nautical 

ry ct ‘be miles. During the 600-mile Dis- 
| j iy 4 covery Deep Traverse, two Sno- 
TS : tl Gra Cats pulled Otaco 10-ton sleds 

: Se oo | with an initial 8-ton load that de- 
a a | creased in weight as fuel and ex- 

og plosives were consumed. Tempera- 
3 : ture conditions on this trip ranged 
2 oe from —7°C to —43°C and the sur- 

face varied from smooth to moder- 
Figure 3.—The gravity-meter tripod. ately rough. The Sno-Cats pulled 

the 8-ton loads in third gear at 5 
mph with the engines operating at 

Heating System load will travel in fifth gear over 2,100 rpm. Starts after the vehicles 
Two heating systems in the cab small sastrugi and hard snow at were warm were made in second 

can beoused: whetherthe vehiclesis speeds up to 18 mph. There is little gear with a quick shift into third 
in operation or parked, Two 35,- or no drawbar capacity in fifth gear. Difficulty in moving a sled 

000 B.T.U., forced air, Southwind gear on hard snow. Equal speeds after parking for the night was en- 
1030C heaters operate when the 27 possible on hard glare sea ice countered once. This was presuma- 
Sno-Cat is running. One is located with an estimated drawbar capac- bly caused by sled runners freezing 
in the front and used mainly for ity of 250 Ibs. On sea ice, this speed to the snow. Subsequently when 
defrosting; the other heater is is very hard on the tracks as there starting the Sno—Cats were first 
centrally located in the cab, Gen- is no snow lubrication of track roll- backed up to introduce a_ little 
erally neither of these heaters is ers and pontoon rails. slack into the linkage in the sled 
required as the engine supplies suf- Fourth gear is better for cruising, runner system before moving 
ficient heat for passenger comfort. causing less track wear at 10 to 12 ahead. This extra slack gave the 
When the vehicle is not in opera- mph and offering reserve power 843 Sno-Cats some momentum on 
tion and battery power must be for driving in soft snow or pulling starting and the jolt on the sled 
conserved for starting the engine, a small sled. The additional power broke the runners free. 
a Coleman Model 871, 35,000 provides a much smoother ride as On the second traverse from 
B.T.U., space heater can be used. vehicle speed can be recovered NAF McMurdo up the Skelton 
As this heater has a gravity feed without shifting after slowing for Glacier and then to the South Pole, 
fuel system and no fans, it operates &@ bump. Drawbar capacity in the Sno-Cats each pulled a Rolli- 
without battery drain. fourth gear is 500 Ibs. on mod- Trailer shown in Figure 4 and a 

erately smooth, hard snow surfaces, l-ton sled. A maximum load of 15 

OPERATION and increases to 750 Ibs. on very tons (including the weight of the 

hard surfaces. Rolli-Trailer, 1-ton sled, and sup- 
No Pulled Load Third gear is the most used for plies) was pulled at 5 mph for 

A fully equipped Sno-Cat carry- cruising, whether the vehicle is 1,280 nautical miles, the load de- 
ing ten passengers, but pulling no pulling a full load or not. In this creasing between resupply points. 
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Figure 4.—The Rolli-Trailer. 

Dynamometer tests were made — wear and fuel consumption were — made up from the daily log books 
once on the second traverse. These _ increased. of the Sno—Cats where each vehicle 
tests were conducted in snow that pulled a Rolli-Trailer. In addition, 
was relatively soft with the Rolli- Fuel Consumption the Seismology-Cat pulled a 
Trailers and sleds fully loaded. The Diesel fuel consumption records — loaded one-ton sled. These loads 
dynamometer was hooked between _ for Sno—Cats are available from the — were pulled at altitudes above 
the Sno-Cat and_ Rolli-Trailer Discovery Deep Traverse and the 9,000 feet where fuel consumption 
hitches. Momentary measurements the McMurdo-Pole Traverse. On varied between 1 and 0.5 nautical 
of starts varied between 14,800 lbs. the Discovery Deep Traverse, miles per gallon; changes in the 
and 11,700 Ibs. Cruising figures where 10-ton Otaco sleds were snow surface and loads pulled 
were obtained by driving in a used, the total weight pulled was caused the variation in fuel con- 
straight line through undisturbed 11 tons per vehicle (sled and sup- sumption. Over the whole traverse 
snow surfaces in second gear at plies). This dropped to 7 tons the average for the Glaciology-Cat 
2.5 mph and 2,100 rpm. Runs were at the end of the traverse after was 0.78 nautical miles per gallon, 

made in both directions to account — consumption of food, dynamite, and for the Seismology—Cat was 
for any slope of terrain. On all test and fuel. A daily record was not 0.75 nautical miles per gallon. The 
runs the dynamometer measured a kept and figures for total fuel con- difference in consumption reflects 
minimum of 4,500 Ibs. and a max- sumption were used to compute the heavier loads pulled by the 
imum of 5,500 Ibs. of pull. Un- fuel mileage. It was assumed that Seismology—Cat as well as extra 
hooking the loaded 1-ton sled from both Sno-Cats burned the same idling required during refueling. 
the Rolli-Trailer made a difference amount of fuel, since both pulled This load difference was probably 
of 400-Ibs. pull. These tests were the same size loads. The average also responsible for the greater 
made in what would be considered fuel consumption over the 600- breakage in the Seismology—Cat. 
soft snow for the Antarctic. The mile trip was 0.77 nautical miles Thus, with these operating char- 
Rolli-Trailer tires sank about 10 per gallon; this includes the fuel acteristics of the 843 Sno-Cat, the 
inches below the normal snow sur- used in the diesel-burning preheat- traverse self support range was ex- 
face causing a 6-inch pile of snow ers and personnel heaters. tended from 500 miles with the 
to be pushed in front of the tires. The fuel consumption chart for 743-AN Sno-Cats to 1,000 miles 
Under these conditions vehicle the McMurdo-Pole Traverse was with the 843 Sno-Cats. This ex- 
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tension is due to the ability of the contained spindles made of a much The comfort of the Sno-Cat is 
843 Sno-Cat to pull large loads at — tougher metal. After the installa- far greater than previously used 
a reasonable rate of fuel consump- tion of these tie rod ends, the prob- traverse vehicles. This is necessary 
tion without breaking down. lem of breakage was eliminated. for the vehicle is designed to oper- 

The two 843 Sno-Cats pull a At the same time that the tie ate in the highest, coldest part of 
total fuel load of 4,000 gallons of rod problem became apparent, it the Antarctic where scientists need 
diesel fuel. At a high estimate of was also suspected that the Tucker a compact, comfortable shelter of 
4 gallons consumed per nautical track design for the Sno-Cat was some ad . , : 
mile for the three traverse vehicles; also going to cause trouble. For . . ( 
this works out to a 1,000 mile self after the Discovery Deep Traverse Comtort: ds very important, fOr 
support range. of 600 miles in March, 1960, some the traverse vehicle represents 

of the track pin lock springs were more than a means of transporta- 

MAINTENANCE unevenly worn more than half — ton. The vehicles are the homes 

way. and offices of eight men for three 
Routine Maintenance Replacement lock springs with to four months. Freedom to stand 

The 843 Sno-Cat is larger than a better heat treat were installed up and walk rather than crawl and 
previous United States scien- for the 1960-61 South Pole climb in is a morale booster. 

tific traverse vehicles but main- Traverse. But, by the time the The two Sno-Cats provide a 

tenance is easier, because the vehicles had traveled an approx- total living and working floor space 
number of grease points remain the imate 1500 miles to the South Pole, of 8 ft. by 34 ft. and head room 
same but are more accessible than many of the lock springs were com- of 5 ft. 10 in. In this space with 

on the 743 models. Before greasing pletely worn through—such that beds, desks, kitchen, dining table, 
the tracks and body it was found — the sprocket was pushing directly chairs, shelves and scientific equip- 
necessary in some points to heat on the track pin, resulting in ment, it was shown on the 1960-61 
the fittings and | grease journals. scarred pins. ; ; McMurdo-South Pole Traverse 

This melted any ice in the incom- The system of lock springs was en a 
i : « : that 8 men could live and work 
ing grease and dispersed the water | abandoned and in November of fortabl the South Polar 
evenly, Greasing the track rollers 1961, solid steel rings were in-  COMOrtably on the South Fola 
without heat movedapproximately stalled. These rings are expected Plateau. . . 
35% of the outside races offi their to have much longer life than the The Sno-Cat gives a smooth ride 
shoulders until the races hit the lock springs. due to its overall length and the 

pontoon. Grease jobs, engine oil The tie rod ends and track sys- construction of its pontoons, which 
change, and filter changes were tems have been the main problems independently follow the contour 

-done every 500 miles. The large involved in repairs and modifica- of the snow surface. The doors are 
hood allows ample room for engine tions. There have been many smal- large and are equipped with steps 

adjustments with exception of the ler repairs and modifications, but so that it is easy to get in and out 

engine fuel pump which is hard it should be noted that, with ex- of the vehicle with bulky clothes 
to remove or adjust in place. ception of universal joints, the and clumsy boots. The flat black 

frame and drive system up to the exterior color of the Sno-Cats 
Repairs and Modifications tracks have given no trouble and aided in heating the vehicles by 

On arrival of the Sno-Cat in yet pull a 15 ton load. absorption of the sun’s heat, which, 

January 1960 in McMurdo, most of Repairs and modifications on the combined with forced air heaters 
the repair time was spent in cor- Sno-Cat are generally simple to and space heaters, make the vehi- 
recting the damage caused by the perform. However, it is necessary cle comfortably warm. The availa- 
corrosion of salt water. But, soon to get used to a large vehicle with bility of more space in the interior 

a weakness in the tie rods and track large heavy components. Gen- allowed installation of a space 
system appeared which took con- Tally, for any major repair, two heater, providing a heat source 
siderable time for repairs. traverse engineers work together, during the days when the vehicle 

The tie rods were breaking their using such heavy duty tools as 20- is not operating and electrical 

tapered spindles in the tie rod ton hydraulic jacks, 114 ton cable- energy must be conserved for start- 

ends, During one morning of oper- ratchet hoists and 5 foot pry bars ing the engine. The space heaters 
ating the Sno-Cats with no pulled to move the heavier components. proved especially valuable when 
loads, 3 tie rod ends broke. At this But, to make up for these heavier the temperature dropped below 
rate, the spare tie rod ends were components, there is much more —46°C. 

soon expended. Therefore in order Woking room in and around the The traverse self support range 
to operate the vehicles, the rear vehicle as compared to smaller was extended from 500 to 1,000 
fifth wheels were detached from vehicles. nautical miles. This increase is due 
the steering systems and secured CONCLUSION to the ability of the 843 Sno-Cats 
to the frame. This limited the to pull large loads over rough or 
maneuverability of the vehicles, General through soft snow surfaces with a 
but it also stopped further break- The Sno-Cat provided comfort reasonable fuel consumption rate 
age till new tie rod ends could be and extended the traverse self sup- without breaking down. 
obtained. port range. But, considerable time . The important factors respon- 

The new tie rod ends were ob- and _ effort was spent in keeping sible for the increased traverse 
tained in October of 1961. These the reliability of the vehicle up. (Continued on page 19) 
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By PETER K. SCHWALBE 

INTRODUCTION problems of creep. Materials for In calculating the optimum 

turbine blades have to withstand stress allowable in turbine blades, 
N THE design of blades for gas these demanding loads and max- consideration has to be given to 

Tovtins many factors have to imum temperatures of around the creep strength at the operating 
be considered. There is the 1600°F. It would be desirable to temperature and to the fatigue 

basic problem of translating the operate at much higher tempera- strength for the required life of the 

thermodynamic principles of gas tures, because the turbine ef- blade. These problems will be dis- 
turbine analysis into the actual ficiency is directly proportional to cussed under the heading of stress 
operating machines; then there are the maximum operating temper- phenomena. 
the practical problems of cost, ma- ture. . 

terial, weight, space, tolerances, Centrifugal Stress 
vibration, noise, mechanical TYPES OF STRESS FOUND IN An outward radial force acting 

stresses, and safety. This article TURBINE BLADES on the mass center of the rotating 
will be limited to a discussion of blade sets up a centrifugal stress. 
mechanical stresses in turbine Various kinds of stresses are en- To determine the centrifugal force 
blades and a short analysis of vi- countered in a turbine blade. In at the base of any given blade, an 
bration. general these stresses are caused integration is required since the 

The attempt here is not neces- by inertia forces of the moving acceleration is a function of the 
sarily to solve all the problems — blades, or by the pressure forces radius R. Assuming that the rotor is 
which arise due to stress, but to of the working gas on the blade at constant angular velocity », the 

indicate recognition of them and surface. Thermal stresses do not inertia force dF acting on the ele- 

present them to a reader of rea- present much of a problem in the ment of the blade is the product of 
sonably adequate technical back- blade itself, because, for a thermal the mass of the element dM and 
ground. Such a survey is valuable stress to occur, a large temperature the centripetal acceleration A" =o 
in focusing attention on the types gradient has to be present and the R, where w is the RPM of the 

of problems encountered, and in temperature in a turbine blade is rotor. The mass of the element is 
arousing the reader's interest fairly uniform throughout _ its the product of density p and the 
which might lead him to a more length. volume of the element bt(dR). 

detailed study in this field. 
Moving blades of a gas turbine 

must withstand a centrifugal force 
which may increase their weight ie WE 

up to 25,000 times their normal 
values. In addition, rotor and dk |! | 
stator blades are subjected to fluc- 
tuating forces from wakes left by a Rk 5 

the preceding row of blades; these ° 
changing forces may cause 1,000,- a 
000 stress reversals per minute, Root ———; 

leading to tremendous fatigue and tina 
vibration problems. In the exhaust e f ¢g g 
turbine these large stresses occur at 
temperatures of 1600°F, presenting Figure 1—Determining the stress on a rotating turbine blade. 
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dF, = o?Rpbt(dR) Blade Offset Stress The resultant gas force on each 
R, The stress caused by the bend- strip is broken into the respective 

Fe = bef Raw ing moment about the root of the tangential and axial components, 
R blade is called offset stress. The | ®d moments about the centroidal 

: forces indicated in Figure 2 are  @Xes_in the root section or any 
Stress is defined as a force per the centrifugal force and the tan- other section can be calculated. 

unit area, The average tensile gential component of the gas pres- There will be two moments, one 

stress & at the base of the blade sure force. If point B in the base about the AA axis and one about 

due to the centrifugal force is of the blade is taken as the refer- the TT axis, when moments at the 
ence point, the center of gravity root are considered, A summation 

KF R, of the blade lies to the right of a of moments about the root axis AA 

= p= wf RdR (1) radial line through point B. This of tangential force components 

Ri is because the blade has been pur- yields the moment for the gas 
posely tilted in the direction of forces on the whole blade about 

The above equation shows that the rotation. With this arrangement, that axis; and similarily a summa- 
stress developed at any section in the centrifugal force creates a tion yields the moment for the 

the blade is dependent on four counter clockwise bending mo- whole blade about the root axis 

variables: the density of the blade ment F,xd around point B, and TT. 
material, the rotor speed, the ra- the tangential gas pressure force With the moments in the root 

dius of the tip (R.), and the ra- causes a clock wise bending mo- section now known, the next prob- 

dius of the crossection under con- ment F,Xr around point B. Note lem is the calculation of stresses. 

sideration (R,). The radius of the that the moment of the gas force The principles of mechanics re- 

rotor and its angular velocity are can be exactly canceled by the quire that the two bending mo- 

established by the design of the moment of the centrifugal force if | ments be obtained about the two 

engine to satisfy the thermody- the blade is tilted the correct principle axes in the root section. 

namic principles. The only real amount in the direction of rotation. Principle axes are mutually per- 
variable the designer can manipu- Such a design results in exact can- pendicular through the centroid 

late is the material of the blade. cellation for only one set of gas- about which the second moment 

For example an aluminum alloy flow conditions occurring simul- of area is a maximum and mini- 
blade would carry a centrifugal taneously with any one certain mum. For symmetrical areas, axes 

stress of only about one third that | RPM. The method may be used to of_ symmetry are always principle 

of a steel blade. design for a particular high operat- axes. Figure 3, the common. tur- 
Equation (1) demonstrates that ing load and speed. For other bine or compressor blade root sec- 

the stress in a blade of uniform operational conditions the bending tion, illustrates an example of an 

cross-sectional area decreases from stress is then reduced but not en- unsymmetrical area. The principle 
a maximum at the root to a mini- tirely canceled. axes are found to be an angle 6 

mum at the tip. Since stress is Gas: 8 from the axial direction about 

equal to force per unit area, in as Pressure Stress which moments have been deter- 
order to make the stress at the The flow of fluid over turbine mined. The angle @ at which the 

root equal to the stress at the tip and compressior blades causes priciple axes are found to be 

the cross-sectional area at the tip pressure variations over the blade located, is calculated by Mohr's 
could be decreased. A substantial surfaces. These variations between Circle Method. 
amount of blade material can be the two tangential faces of a tur- Let the known moments about 

saved if the blades are tapered bine blade cause the turbine rotor the tangential and axial axes be 

from root to tip so as to obtain a _ to turn. The pressure differentials = Myr and Mya, respectively. If 
uniform decrease in area. This fact can be reduced to forces acting in Mr is resolved about the axes 
is of special importance for the tangential direction of the |XX and YY (See Figure 4) the 
turbines in aircraft application. blade. In addition to tangential following is obtained: 

forces, axial forces caused by mo- 
mentum changes of the gas as it Max = Mrrcos 4 
passes through the blades are act- Myy = Mersin 6 

gE ing on the blades. a, . ; . 
é The magnitude of the resultant Similarly for the resolution of My, 

Radial \ od fy, tangential and axial force can be Myx = —Maasin 6 
ts Ei determined from the known Mey = Maacos 6 

\ iff changes in main stream conditions. 

cz fs With these forces their bending — Pherefore the total moments about 
t T Vad) 6. moments and hence the blade- the principle axes are: 

\ SY bending stress can be calculated. 
— aot If the line of action of the tan- Myx = Mrrcos @— Magasin 4 

Fit] gential and axial forces does not Myy = Mersin 6 + Maacos 6 
8 \ I ae 2 pass through the center of gravity 

\ of the blade, there will be addi- The algebraic signs are determined 
tional torsional effects. (This twist according to the convention shown 

Figure 2.—Offsetting gas flow stress. is discussed in the next section.) in Figure 4. 
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A Similarity, at point P the stress stand these stresses effectively. For 
f Mp caused by the moment about axis the present, attention may be 

( r YY is, focused on how the stress limits in 
ce control at Se = MyyCo a material are affected by the 

git C0 Seton TT manner in which the load is ap- 
rane ROT TTT 7 e plied. The amount of stress a ma- 
 ictienyl | | fee, The total bending stress at point P_ terial can withstand depends on 
[2 Gee 4S t, is then the algebraic sum of the such factors as the temperature of 

oY | two, provided this sum does not the blade, the extent of time over 
y pf } 4 exceed the elastic limit of the ma- which the stress occurs, the rate 

oe Man terial. at which the loads are fluctuating 
A Sp = 81 + 80 or reversing, and of course the 

Figure: S—-Gas flow over wa. turbine ; magnitude of the applied load. 
causes stresses which are broken up into The above formulas for bending | 
tangential and axial moments. stress hold only for materials Creep Analysis | 

within the elastic limit. A linear . . 
relationship between stress and Creep is defined as the contin 
strain is assumed for materials uous deformation of a material un- 

: within the elastic limit. That is, der load with time, and takes vari- 

& re if the stress producing load is re- OWS forms depending upon the 
P etahy moved, the part under load will conditions. The more common 

[rey cha. case, which is of direct concern to 
£ 4 [2 ii Twistivig St blade design, is when the tempera- 

. lic} o. ress ture is constant and the change of 
\ RG A shearing stress, brought about strain is observed under constant 

& VE by a torque acting on the blade — load conditions. These conditions 
around its radial axis is referred to in a material lead to a form of 
as twisting stress, and occurs only curve of strain against time. 

& fis. in a highly twisted blade. The gas In the primary stage, creep occurs 
[ne pressure force will always act at at a diminishing rate; the rate stays 
ee right angles to the blade surface constant in the secondary stage, 
aa ey as is shown in Figure 4. At point and it increases in the third stage 
eH P, the gas pressure force is equal to _ till fracture takes place. By check- 
2 the tangential component, and the ing the curve it is found that it 

Z. 4 axial component is equal to zero; takes 1,000 hours till failure occurs. 
at point P, the gas pressure force It is usual to specify materials by 

. . is resolved into a tangential com- stresses derived from families of 
wie tie nde ee tlt ponent and an axial component, such curves, which ie creep twisting stress; > In considering an element towards rate of say 10-°% per hour. At 

the base of the blade, Figure 4, higher temperatures creep be- 
it is noticed that this element is comes a very serious problem. For 
not twisted as much as the up- a given design configuration and 

: permost element. for the same life expectancy of the Now that the moments about The gas pressure force on the blade an increase of 80°F might 
the principle axes are determined, lower element does not have an result in a reduction of allowable 
normal stresses may be calculated axial component; therefore the up- operating stress of 75%. The de- 
fism the equation @ = M: for 2 element has forces acting on sign limits for a turbine which has 

“ ST it which tend to rotate it with re- a life expectancy of maybe 25 

each point in the cross-section. For Spoor to ig: dorer Ean pai of Use ta: power plant, are 
example, at point P the stress blade. he opger part of mie bliss very different from those limits ap 
caused by the moments about axis might be thought of as trying to propriate for a turbine of a high XX is untwist, thus causing the shearing speed fighter plane whose service 

» stress. This torsional action is usu- life is perhaps three to four years. 
$1 = MgC, ally small in comparison with the 

Tey other loads and _ stresses en- Vibration and Fatigue Analysis 
countered by a blade. For purposes . . . . 

where: s = normal bending stress of determining a design limit for Vibration in sue pe a. 

Max = bending moment about pases this stress is totally neg- Eatingreetunes da, tha gus steaam 
e me ae axis . _ set up by interruptions in stream 

SANA? pewomena resus reom 2 le sider stor Blades in 
— BLADE STRESS : etait ced . Ix, = second moment of in- pressure distributions at the inlet. 

ertia of the entire cross- Once stress calculations have For example, as a rotating blade 
sectional area about been performed, the ultimate goal moves from a position between the 
the axis XX. is to find materials which can with- _ stator blades to a position directly 
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i the stator Bled the pres: CONCLUSION Sno-Cat 
sure forces on the blade change « naneidaratiane _ . 
magnitude from a high value to a ahs sepa made ee (Gontinued: front page: 15) lower one. If there are 120 rotor refer to the most basic problems i a‘ 
he oe . 3 r r encountered in the stress analysis range are the engine and the vehi- 

lades, coon rotor blade ex- work of turbine and compressor cle towing capacity. First, the See 20 ved if changes — blades. Probably the single and Cummins diesel engine consumes revo 5 , r ‘ : j reve on coum Sin second. most important point which gov- less fuel per pound-pulled than do 
then the blade vibrates 94000 mS the material selection of the similar capacity gasoline engines. 
«ac me nd L he feeane blade is the continual high tem- J, addition, the diesel engines 

of dish bane a we ay peratures developed in the tur- with their tire chargers, o rerated . ‘star fo occurs Pee bine. It was seen that creep and at full ie cower kt i te . 
a natura roe an t e age fatigue strength are very depend- ec se : z ne n ne eve 
Cane we ? lean wat ck i ent on temperature, The damping ° a" at i Paes es) en- 
ae - ke oe wall weal properties of a material, in sup- countered on the Polar Plateau. 

CG Fe is il ‘i ° hi j if Dressing excessive vibration, are The second factor extending the 
ied chat rade wee also affected by temperature, and traverse range is the increased appled statically, produces a neg- uy are the pure physical properties strength of the jel Sno-C: ligibly small deflection and stress ; j strength of the model Sno-Cat This » are force whe splied of . material, such as expansion which was designed to pull heavy 

i lic lly ee ee a wee ae coefficient, specific weight, ductil- loads for long distance. The vehi ee neanly: a od lon a natura ity, etc. A rise in temperature may cle he ; a ete ‘tl . | requency, will add energy to the also cause a change in the chem- © Aas sultcient strength an’ the system with each application and ical structure of an alloy. A com- drive system, frame, and_ trailer build vp the magnitude of deflec- bination of elements has to be hitch, and has a greater track area ton. very F sn a os picked so that these changes in to handle heavy towed loads in 
ta the ose e f the “blade ow ‘the the elements do not, for the most soft snow. The larger towing ca- 
feces hers » . a fe al t : part, occur in the temperature pacity made it possible to tow Rol- i ee im me a the blade is div operating range. Once a material li-Trailers (which are estimated to ne material as the blade is dis has been found that will satisfy haul 50% sreater loads than bob- placed from one extreme position : : au Breatcr Joaes, than: bob YT the ‘othe If th ‘ r t of these demanding requirements, sleds) with the same travel speed 

ey vdded | : aren, wee the material has to be shaped into repair requirements, and fuel Zi energy a i a - ten aah the form set forth by the thermo- SirkiBtion a. - ns ly us i eae 4 ar 1¢ fat wit oe my s at dynamic principles of the gas tur- bomen wt : ae ee ue 
| oe voy divcinated to dasnn bine. The profile of a turbine or 7 ae. e vebicles with smaller of energy dissipated due to damp- 5 ééor blade: is -eadi loads. 

ing, the problem is relatively un- ee ee a not readily Reliabilj 
der control. If, however, an equi T7PrOCuUCHDIC by even the most Reliability on the traverses, librium point cannot be’ veers modern machining methods. came after the investment of con- 
the blade will fail. > The search for a suitable blade siderable time and effort. The main 

e i. . 3 material has led to the use of plas- item requiring time and effort is The object of vibration study in tics. Also, preliminary investiga- the track system. Not only did he blade design is to remove or re- ti are under looking me systeM, dvotionly"cidl the duced the possibility of fatigue rong are uncer way Tooking to- original track system prove short | failure: in, tha ‘blades Ausiag) tai ward the use fibercloth-reinforced lived, about 750 miles, but to re- mene eo ee ns Ener materials. Séveral reasons for re- > é lg pegeaeee 1 working life. If a blade vibrates, laei : eo place and adjust it required much the stress in the blade fluctuates, placing metal with reinforced plas- effort and time. It is hoped that if Roe ° ses: oe joke + ‘ sal tic are cost savings, weight reduc- h . . Is Doped tha 
frou tensile Widen eu © revere tion, and elimination of fatigue the new track system will prove 

28 ° a . blade design is a wide open field The Cummins diesel engine stress fluctuations take place at . a fh F a S Clese! engine, 
around 24,000 times a second, as and. the success in solving the ex- equipped with a preheater, started mentioned above. This condition  't28 problems will depend, to a reliably in cold weather and at high 
is known as fs tie . “stress and large extent, on the development altitudes with no loss of time ‘ _ as fatigue stress and or Fay, alloys, ENT Beude: h si 2, 
occurs primarily at the surface of While operating under load the 
the blade. Therefore it is very im- BIBLIOGRAPHY engine gave no trouble. The rest portant that the surface is super- Cox, ‘Sir Hiuold K, Gov FaiBine pe of the Sno-Cat systems, with the 
finished; it cannot have any ciples And. Dinalee: New var exception of the tracks and upper grooves or scratches because these Van Nostrand Co., Inc., 1955. drive shaft, met the heavy load 
wats, ections pai = mk te Jennings, Burgess H., and Rogers, Wil- requirements day after day with raion areas. Fatigue strength is lard H., Gas Turbine Analysis And cose apse tes wa f 3 dependent upon the magnitude Practice. New York: McGraw-Hill OMY ‘de ¢ eek foe if 18 felt that 
and number of stress fluctuations Book Co., Inc., 1953. Once tne tat System is reliable per unit time. The fatigue strength Kruschik, J., Die Guasturbine. Wien: and easily maintained, the 843 
also changes with temperature; an Springer Verlag, 1960. a Sno-Cat will be extremely reliable increase in temperature usually Maybie, Hamilton H., and Ocvirk, Fred with a minimum investment of ef- . sad in fatig W., Mechanisms And Dynamics Of forbandine means a decrease in fatigue Machinery. New York: John Wiley ort and time. 

strength. And Sons, Inc., 1963. (Continued on page 24) 
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PRIZE WINNING EXHIBITS 

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 

1. Theta Tau—‘“Delay in the 4th Dimension” 

2. ASME—“Air Effect Machine” 

3. ASCE—‘“Phases of Civil Engineering” 

STUDENT GROUPS 

1. George Ignatgens, Tom Brunner & Frank Mesner—“Auto- 

mated Conveyor System” 

2. Orthagonal Cutting 

3. Rodney Raether “Automatic Thermal Fabrication 

INDIVIDUALS 

1. Frank Janes—‘“Schlieren System” 

2. Tom Parks & John Holtan—“Jumping Wire” 

3. Robert Schasse—“Spacecraft Guidance by the Stars” 

GRADUATE STUDENTS 

1. Warren Hingst, Munthin Aldruby & Tom Moran—‘Radio Fre- 

quency Excited Plasma Tunnel” 

2. Daniel Nass—“Extractive Metallurgy—Metals Through 

Chemistry” 

CRAFTSMANSHIP 

1. Kappa Eta Kappa—‘F.M. Stereo Demonstration” 

2. John P. Byrns—“SCA Multiplex Demonstration” 
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He’s finding it at Western Electric 
Ohio University conferred a B.S.E.E. degree on C. T. _ of electronic switching systems. 
Huck in 1956. Tom knew of Western Electric’s history This constant challenge of the totally new, com- 
of manufacturing development. He realized, too, that bined with advanced training and education oppor- 
our personnel development program was expanding _ tunities, make a Western Electric career enjoyable, 
to meet tomorrow’s demands. stimulating and fruitful. Thousands of young men will 

After graduation, Tom immediately began to work _ realize this in the next few years. How about you? 
on the development of electronic switching systems. If responsibility and the challenge of the future 
Then, in 1958, Tom went to Bell Telephone Labo- appeal to you, and you have the qualifications we are 
ratories on a temporary assignment to help in the looking for, talk with us. Opportunities for fast-moving 
advancement of our national military capabilities. At careers exist now for electrical, mechanical and in- 
their Whippany, New Jersey, labs, Tom worked with dustrial engineers, and also for physical science, 
the Western Electric development team on computer liberal arts and business majors. For more detailed 
circuitry for the Nike Zeus guidance system. Tom then information, get your copy of the Western Electric 
moved on to a new assignment at Western Electric’s Career Opportunities booklet from your Placement 
Columbus, Ohio, Works. There, Tom is working on the Officer. And be sure to arrange for an interview when 
development of testing circuitry for the memory phase the Bell System recruiting team visits your campus. 

Western Eleckric MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 

Principal manufacturing locations in 13 cities [1 Operating centers in many of these same cities plus 36 others throughout the U.S, 
Engineering Research Center, Princeton, N. J. O Teletype Corp., Skokie, Ill., Little Rock, Ark. O General Headquarters, New York City 
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be CPC EE AU GRN be ewe) Cheryl Bagwell. 

“In the Good Old Summertime,’’ or something like that. Yes, it 

was inevitable—our thoughts have turned away from books towards 

| what the girls have been thinking all winter. Our 5’-8” blue-eyed 

brown-haired beauty hails from Westport, Connecticut. Academically, 

she's a sophomore interested in having Computer Sciences as a major. 

Cherie lives at Chad and is currently co-captain of the women’s swim 

team. We’re sure you'll agree that she’s the best-looking thing we've 

seen near a computer for a long time. 
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What are you climbing the walls for? 
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No, I’m not busy tonight. 
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fe 4 W. E. Staff Photos by 
ee rs >, | Bob Stoelting a — — i. 7 
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-_ » +. You called? 
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Sno-Cat transmission is a torque convertor ““PRINTABLES’’ 

which will maintain proper engine 
(Continued from page 19) . . 1: 

rpm, keeping the engine turbine An ME. went to a psychiatrist 

Modifications spinning fast enough for proper and told the doctor that he had a 

The main alteration to the vehi- horsepower at high altitude. The physical attraction for horses. The 

cles was in the drive system, where torque COnVErLOE coupled with the psychiatrist told him that there was 

a six-speed automatic transmission ability to shift instantly at full nothing wrong with that, in fact 

‘eplaced the five speed manual throttle, will eliminate difficulty most people have a fondness for 
replaced the © sf manua : oy: ; 
shift. transmission. The manual caused by lack of coasting ability. annals, shi € i 4. . 

shift transmission was mismatched The drive line system to the But this 3s more than; just a 

with the diesel engine causing a winches on the 843 Sno-Cats was fondness, ane ihe pees . 4” * 

shifting problem. The manual replaced by hydraulic power. This ae a — fa » . ‘hd : 

transmissions had gear ratio steps change was made necessary by the bo ye sain te > es 
as great as 69% Any step beyond — Power take-off arrangement on the oe ob mate 0% 

40%, which drops the engine below automatic transmissions. rn cos.” cay 

1800 rpm, creates a rapidly de- « Heol anit ae Se ier 
creasing ratio of “horsepower. Recommendations cobiak: He pale SAIL ES 

The power loss is especially In addition to the alterations that ee 

poticwaPle at altitudes above 5,000 were made prior to the 1962-63 Salesman: “I have here the one 

ft. where full power of the engine Pole Traverse, there are other con- and only sure cure for dandruff.” 
is dependent upon fast spinning of ditions that should be corrected in Housewife: “Really, how does it 
the turbine which is dependent the future. Five universal-joints work?” 

upon engine rpm. When an up- _ have failed to date. The universal- Salesman: “Oh, it’s awfully sim- 
shift. is made with the manual — joints are strong enough for the ple—it’s a mixture of alcohol and 

transmissions, the large step be- loads, so it appears that the angle sand.” 

tween the gears drops the engine through which the universal-joints Housewife: “But how does it 

rpm. Power loss occurs as the tur- work is too great. cure dandruff?” 

bine slows down and less air is The transfer cases leaked oil so Salesman: “Well you just rub the 

forced into the combustion cham- that it was necessary to add gear mixture on your hair; then the bugs 

ber. oil every day; this was additionally get drunk and kill each other 

In addition, vehicles with towed troublesome as the fill plug for the throwing rocks. 
loads do not coast, so that regard- _ transfer case was too small for con- saa 
less of the speed of the shift, the venient use. The cause of oil leak- 

vehicles slow up rapidly during the age is not known. They had been sitting in the 

shifting process. This adds to the The largest problem is still in swing in the moonlight alone. No 

drop in rpm and loss of horsepower track system. Regardless of the eae Boks Se stillness for half 
which make it necessary to down- possible success of the new un- an, sous unt » 
shift immediately unless the vehi- tested track system, its adjustment _ Suppose yon. had nes she 

: ‘ a . “track Sys , US BCUSHMen said, “what would you do?” 
cle ison hard snow. will take about 16 man-hours per He threw out his chest, in all 

This shifting problem was in- Sno-Cat. This adjustment has been the glory of young manhood, “I'd 

creased when inexperienced made two times per vehicle in travel.” 

drivers operated the vehicles. In 2,200 miles and about 15% of the He felt her warm, young hand 

attempting the rapid shift they links show cracks from the adjust- slide into his. When he looked she 

usually engaged the wrong gear or ment. It is estimated that only was gone. 
sometimes even got in reverse. three more adjustments are pos- In his hand was a nickel. 
Sometimes they would hesitate on sible before major alterations are a # # 

releasing the clutch until the en- necessary for further adjustment. 
gine was at maximum rpm and Although considerable effort was She: “What made you decide to 
the vehicle almost stopped. In their spent on repairs and alterations of become a parachute jumper?” 
confusion they then may slip the — the 843 Sno-Cats, the self-sup- Pilot: “A plane with three dead 
clutch to maintain engine speed, ported range, reliability and com- engines. 

thereby burning the clutch plate fort of traverse vehicles have made So 
and cracking the flywheel. the effort worth while. When the . : 

The automatic transmissions lanned modifications are incorpo- near wrote m to a mail on 
1. srons Pane ncanons I der house asking their prices on 

should eliminate most of the rated, the vehicles are expected to ose cat: .. A a > toilet tissue. He received this reply, 
driver’s problems, but most impor- operate with much less mechanical “see our catalog page 641 for 
tant, the six-speeds forward in maintenance and to pull larger prices.”, to which he replied that 

40% steps will match the engine loads with more economy than if he had a copy of their catalog 

requirements. Connected with the previous traverse vehicles. END he wouldn’t need the tissue. 
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Why become an engineer at 
° 

Garrett-AiResearch? You’ll have to 

work harder and use more of 

your knowledge than engineers 
e 

at most other companies. 

ae 

I; you’re our kind of engineer, _ actual hardware. ao Z Ra , 9 
you have some very definite ideas | That means you ar oe 4 
about your career. have the oppor- ea 7 ee = 2 

For example: tunity to start with Su —_— _ 
You’ve worked hard to get a —_a customer’s problem Ne eo i 7 

good education. Now you want to —_ and see it through toa . i nit) 
put it to work in the best way system that will get the job done. ™ ~—. . — 

possible. The product lines at AiResearch, : 
You will never be satisfied with Los Angeles Division, are environ- can carry you. You can make as 

run-of-the-mill assignments. You mental systems, flight information | much money as any engincer in a 
demand exciting, — and controls sys- comparable spot — anywhere. And 
challenging projects. L ‘ tems, heat transfer of course, at AiResearch, you’ll 

You not only accept 3 : a ck = systems, secondary get all the plus benefits a top com- 
individual responsibil- = | q hg : \ 7] power generator pany offers. 
ity — you insist upon it. * dee s ¢? 5 4 systems for missiles Our engineering staff is smaller 

Does that sound like ss \ we) and space, electri- than comparable companies. This 
you? Then AiResearch Ly Os : cal systems, and spells opportunity. It gives a man 
is your cup of tea. <diammmmamual 3p Ne specialized indus- who wants to make a mark plenty 

Our business is . trial systems. of elbow room to expand. And 
mainly in sophisticated aerospace In the Phoenix Division there are _ while he’s doing it he’s working 
systems and subsystems. gas turbines for propulsion and with, and learning from, some of 

Here, research, design, and de- _ secondary power, valves and con- the real pros in the field. 
velopment lead to production of — trol systems, air turbine starters If the AiResearch story sounds 

Moe and motors, solar and nuclear __ like opportunity speaking to you— 
fo power systems. don’t fail to contact AiResearch, 

a Of In each category AiResearch Los Angeles, or Phoenix, or see our 
i ta~ ote employs three kinds of engineers. representative when he comes to 
oa \ 8 ro Preliminary design engineers do your campus. , ee \ J 8 the analytical and theoretical An equal opportunity employer 

a ~ ane a work, then write proposals. e 
me ee a Design engineers do the lay- AiResearch 
kl outs; turn an idea into a product. : 

i P, eg K Developmental engineers are us challenge 
=A a eed if os responsible for making hardware 
od an YN on out of concepts. 

yey. zen Whichever field fits you best, we 
—E ou can guarantee you this: you can 

go as far and fast as your talents Los Angeles + Phoenix 
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Estimated 15,000 Attend 1965 

ngineering xposition 

CONTROLS COMPANY ' a i T oe [ 4 COMPANY £26 
_ e i dae | 

~~ tl &@ | | ere 

a | Tem y)™ -—. 

| a | i 

Shown above are some of the estimated 15,000 people who 

attended the recent four-day 1965 Engineering Exposition. Termed a 

great success by General Chairman Don Holloway, the triennial event 

offered a wide range of exhibits, with every major and minor division 

of modern engineering represented. The Wisconsin Engineer extends 

its compliments to the Exposition Committee for a job well done! 

A COMPLETE LIST OF PRIZE-WINNING EXHIBITS IS ON PAGE 20 
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Shown here is the ASCE — he oa | 7 Le : composite exhibit, which was z : A 4ige g A a. . - . 
located in the new Hydraulics ee nf An 8 e ¢ | 1 foe 
Lab. ASCE took third place in : ee oe 8 _ _ ~ “ 

sce spe : - . ‘ %, ia organization exhibits. i — aN : ae ie rl 

Bk ret ff: et a. oe ee a /. ois a Pot =. .. rs be a. eee  — = = r—“—lMHS ~~ \ St ee a — — erhUCULT . a un 

WE) ME Pee PL 

— . a“ 
C wre . a 

ry ef peo. “ Rte L pS 
ae s “Delay in the Fourth Dimension,” by Theta A a ’ y y 
ogi , i Tau, won a first place trophy in organizations 
be i FU division. Here Dave Lucoff & Dwight Zeck accept Col ° unt os | Le the award from Dean Kurt F. Wendt. 

ei alll 
1 Ur 

sol) ah 6 
oc oo oe 

we 

Pr ad _ pS 4 First place for a student group exhibit went to 
i ‘ae . | - .. § George Ignatjens, Thomas Brunner and Franklin Mes- 

“2 “e = Lo % ner for their automated conveyor system. Dean a... : \ A i 7 | \ — \ Wendt is shown presenting the award to Robert 
\g , \ Goetz / ven Mi ys | 

[| J 

fT W. E, Staff Photos by Bob Stoelting 
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MAZE , 
eS ———~—~_ 

By CLIFTON FONSTAD, JR. ee4 | 

PRIL means that you have Suppose you want to construct One move is made by moving 
A only this one more chance the following figure out of match- any two adjacent coins together 

to win a Maze Master award sticks. In the center is a square to another position on the line. 

this year. Next month’s answers with an integral number of match- | Make four such moves and rear- 
will be given after the problems sticks on each side. Then using range the coins in a line so that 

and there will be no May Maze — each side of the square as a base all the pennies and all the nickels 

Master. So that you can get to the four triangles are constructed— are together as shown in the sec- 

puzzles quickly then, we'll cut the each is different and each has ond drawing. 

words of wisdom short and simply sides made with an integral num- 6. To close out April’s maze try 

make note of the fact that the ber of matchsticks. The result playing with a little Algebra. 

Mental Maze is just packed with — looks like the diagram below There are three computers in the 

illustrations and good puzzles to where a, b, c, are integers repre- basement of the Lesser Antilles 
go with them this month, senting the number of matchsticks and Farther North Studies Build- 

Now, let's get started on the in each line. ing on campus. Computer A is as 
first puzzle—the first turn in this What is the minimum number old as computers B and C._ to- 

month’s Mental Maze. of matchsticks that can be used gether. Last year B was twice as 
1. The first puzzle is one for the te form such a figure? old as C and in two years com- 

industrial engineers. Anyone can puter A will be twice as old as 

work it though so have a go at it. computer C, How old are the three 

If a tinker and his helper can computers? 

refabulate a widgit in 2 days, and d ¥ 
if the tinker working with his ANSWERS 

apprentice instead would take 3 ‘The answers: fo Jase month's 

days, while the helper and the Mental Maze are: 
apprentice would take 6 days to 5 
do the job, how long would it h é 1, 2/5 
take each working alone to re- 2. 54,45 years 
fabulate the widgit? 4 The | ; ight h 3. 70 yards 

> las ZI 2 2 = 
2. Here’s an interesting problem tka 4 adie oo lets oy 6 oe a 13485 _ (13845, - 14865, 

sent down from a fan at Tioga shorter’ ones. 2697 2769 2973, 

Tech, One. of the landmarks on In a domino set that runs up to _ 18645 _ 5 

the rect aa i oo Varge pee double-six, there are 28 pieces or ~ 3729 7 | 
with a clock at the top. This cloc' ; ; at runs # 
tolls out the hours o regularly ion m e we that aS bo ‘0 D2 ier 
today as it did fifty years ago but How esnine there are ones. 6. 416 pages : y) ow many bones are there in a 
it has changed some. When the domino set that runs up to double- This is your last chance to win 
clock was installed it took it eight twelve? Who would want 4 a Maze Master award and the five 

seconds to. strike eight; now it — domino set that big? dollars that goes with it because 
takes six seconds to strike six, 5. Now, for these af you with next month we have to publish 

, bo on ee k to strike money here is a coin shuffling prob- the answers with the Maze. So 

eal ct a . ‘ ee an ae e : lem. Start out with four pennies hurry and send your solutions to 
we've! ow tong ¢ id it take and four nickels placed alternately the Mental Maze, Wisconsin Engi- 

originally? in a row as shown below. neer, 333 Mechanical Engineering, 

3. If you're still with us and University of Wisconsin, Madison. 

didn’t get tricked too badly by the i) O ® O @ O e@ O Remember, too, you don’t have to 

last couple turns in the maze see have all the correct answers to 

if you a get past this next one. @ © ® © O O O O win. 
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mechanical . ar 
engineers a meee =) 

Making a be po eS ~~) 
mistake | UR gem 

They are to wed in June, and the This means we put mechanical of the person and the home. Past 
guy had better shut up before she engineers, chemical engineers, technical accomplishments in 
gets miffed. A gal has every right chemists and—yes—physicists to fibers and fabrics, weak by com- 
to resent the implication that the work freshening up the tech- parison with what can be antici- 
betrothed outpoints her in under- nology of dyeing, knitting, weav- _ pated when fresh, better informed 
standing of sewing and fabricsand _ ing, sewing, and the other elderly minds pitch in, have sufficed 
what’s good or bad about them. arts practiced not by us but by nonetheless to create the present 
Even if it’s true. Which it is. We —_ our customers’ customers. affluence where there is plenty 
have made him a pro at it. As in all the other industries | of money on hand to do what 

It is our crafty intent to stop in which we participate and for smart people will tell us to do. 
at nothing in our efforts to make | which we seek scientific and All weneed are more smart people. 
garments or fabric furnishings engineering recruits — photog- Drop us a line. From polymer 
that carry our identification tag raphy, information retrieval,aero- theory to workable yarn and from 
(as for KODEL Fiber) so pleas- space, plastics, graphic arts, x-ray, | workable yarn to clothes on the 
ing to the ultimate buyer in chemicals—there is much to chal- back, rugs on the floor, and cur- 
every way that she will attribute lenge the intellectually ambitious tains on the windows extends a 
the satisfaction all to the fiber in satisfying the common yearn- long row of assorted disciplines 
and Jook for that tag evermore. ings of mankind for adornment and aptitudes. 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, 
Business and Technical Personnel Department, Rochester, N.Y. 14650 

An equal-opportunity employer offering a choice of three communities: 
Rochester, N.Y., Kingsport, Tenn., and Longview, Tex.



Should You Work for a Big Company? 

An interview with General Electric's S. W. Corbin, Vice President and General Manager, Industrial Sales Division. 

Le ————————_—————— ances for consumers; to satellites agement or plant engineering. Other 

ft” and other complex systems for aero- specialized programs exist, like the 

Fee = _ space and defense. Product Engineering Program for you 
| f on > prospective creative design engineers, 

| i - - Q. How about attaining positions of and the highly selective Research 
| . |  . 4 responsibility? Training Program. 

-_— | 
i. o » | A. How much responsibility do you Q. Doesn’t that mean there will be 

e oe ey want? If you’d like to contribute to more competition for the top jobs? 

| i a J a the design of tomorrow’s atomic re- 

. _ = a actors—or work on the installation , | a 

~ = , of complex industrial systems—or A. You'll always find competition 

‘oa take part in supervising the manu- for a good job, no matter where 
facture of exotic machine-tool con- you go! But in a company like G.E. 
trols—or design new hardware or where there are 150 product opera- 

S. W. CORBIN software for G-E computers—or direct tions, with broad research and sales 

| a million dollars in annual sales tganaa ats to back them te 

| ml Wells Corbin heads what is probably through distributors—you can do it, be clalamoted Wii’ Sian aa Penause 

the world’s largest industrial sales organi- in a big company like General Elec- tere Bve-HHOYS tae ieee ae eenibet | 

zation, employing more than 8000 persons tric, if you show you have the ability. for PJ Pere 

| and selling hundreds of thousands of di- There's no limit to responsibility . . . ‘ 
verse products. He joined General Electric except your own talent and desire. 
in 1930 as a student engineer after gradu- Q. How can a big company help me 

ation from Union College with a BSEE. After Q. Can big companies offer advan- fight technological obsolescence? 

moving through several assignments in in- tages in training and career develop- 

| dustrial engineering and sales management, ment programs? A. Wherever you are in General Elec- 

rr asumne is re a In 1960. tric, you'll be helping create a rapid 

| He was elected a General Electric vice | a. ves, We employ large numbers of pace of product development to 
president:in: 1963, people each year so we can often set serve highly competitive markets. As 

| up specialized training programs a member of the G-E team, you'll 

| Q. Mr. Corbin, why should | work for that are hard to duplicate elsewhere. be on the leading edge of the wave 

| a big company? Are there some Our Technical Marketing Program, of advancement—by adapting new re- 
special advantages? for example, has specialized assign- search findings to product designs, 

ments both for initial training and by keeping your customers informed 

: F career development that vary de- of new product developments that 

A, Just for a minute, consider what pending on whether you want a can improve or even revolutionize 
the Scope of product mix often found future in sales, application engineer- their operations, and by developing 

in a big company means to you. A ing or installation and service engi- new machines, processes and 

| broad range of Broducts and SENVIESS neering. In the Manufacturing Pro- methods to manufacture these new 

| Sives you a variety of starting places gram, assignments are given in manu- products. And there will be class- 

now, It widens Hremendous|y Your Op- facturing engineering, factory super- work too. There’s too much to be 

portunity for growth. Engineers and vision, quality control, materials man- done to let you get out of date! 
scientists at General Electric re- 

search, design, manufacture and sell | ¢oR MORE INFORMATION on careers for engineers and scientists at General Electric, write 
thousands of products from micro- Personalized Career Planning, General Electric, Section 699-12, Schenectady, N. Y. 12305 
miniature electronic components and 

computer-controlled steel-mill sys- 

| tems for industry; to the world’s G E N E R A L E LE CT R | C 

largest turbine-generators for utili- 
ties; to radios, TV sets and appli- An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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